


THE OPPORTUNITY IN FRONT 
OF YOU IS HUGE

Yet Most Are Failing 

The average coach only makes $30,000 a year...

The personal development world is in a huge and growing trend and is expected to reach 56 
billion by 2027.

However, nearly every program in the world has missed a huge teaching which traps anyone 
who does the work into a lifetime of struggle and makes it impossible for the coaches or 
practitioners to succeed.

That missing understanding is the reason we have been so successful and is the core premise 
of our process - You’re Not Broken, You Are Superconscious.

Results speak for themselves, in just 3 short years

We have reached over 10 million people on YouTube, had over 20,000 clients in and grown 
to a $20million empire 

https://www.marketresearch.com/Grand-View-Research-v4060/Personal-Development-Size-Share-Trends-13484798/#:~:text=The%20global%20personal%20development%20market,by%20Grand%20View%20Research%2C%20Inc.
https://www.marketresearch.com/Grand-View-Research-v4060/Personal-Development-Size-Share-Trends-13484798/#:~:text=The%20global%20personal%20development%20market,by%20Grand%20View%20Research%2C%20Inc.


IT TOOK ONE VIDEO
To Change The World Of Personal Development

 



AND FROM THAT MOMENT
The Movement Gained Momentum



“ 
Jennifer Norton

Incredible!! I love how the quantum field works... 10 months later and 
I had an intense and amazing shift 💜💜💜 Thank you Chris! Thank 
you Superconscious!!💜💜💜 so so grateful 💜💜💜



THEN WE LAUNCHED A BEST SELLING BOOK 
selling over 30,000 copies in the first 2 months



THE CERTIFICATION For Success

I have created a full certification and business system for anyone who wants to create a big impact, big 
income and have freedom.

Here is what we know...

To create a successful transformation business there are 3 pieces you must get right:

1. Breakthrough marketing that gets attention

2. Transformational group sessions that make a big impact

3. Lucrative products (with recurring income)

If you get all 3 correct you have a very big opportunity because the industry is growing so fast.
Without all 3 you will not succeed in your business - these 3 keys to success is why our graduates are 
doing so well!



STORIES OF

Success
FROM OUR COACHES

-------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------



----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------



THIS GUIDE WILL EXPLAIN HOW TO ENSURE YOU JOIN US AND 
Create A Winning Business



HOW WE STARTED

Chris’s Journey

Founder Chris Duncan started out on this journey 
after a near-death experience that had him rethink 
life. His goal was to figure out success and what it 
took to become successful.

Reading books, buying audios and going to 
seminars he was met with one conclusion: IF HE 
WANTED TO BE SUCCESSFUL HE NEEDED TO 
CHANGE.. change his thoughts, feelings, actions, 
behaviors and habits.

Does this sound familiar?

It is what every book, course, guru or teacher tells 
you..
It is what you learn from the media, society, school..
It nearly seems like a fact.. right?

However this decision is the number one reason he 
got stuck (and it is also why most people are stuck)

You see, believing you need to fix yourself or be 
different in order to create what you love sends two 
different messages: 

1 - that you want change and things to be different
2 - that you are not able to have what you want the  
way you are.

These two messages end up creating a 
pattern or cycle of sabotage that can last a 
lifetime.

Luckily for Chris it was only 10 years...

This pattern of sabotage is created early in 
life and is defined by the self-conscious ego 
wanting to understand the world and why it 
isn't getting what it wants. The ego realising 
it doesn't have what it wants sets out to do 
something to fix that. However the desire can 
never be fulfilled, because if it was to be 
fulfilled the ego would no longer know who it 
was any more, it would mean death of the 
ways it has always been.

An example is the feeling of unworthiness, if 
the ego identifies with the feeling (I am not 
worthy) it will most likely develop this or a 
similar behavioural pattern: “I feel not worthy 
so I will work hard to achieve success. 
However if I was to have that success I would 
now have to accept I am worthy and would 
no longer know who I am… so instead I will 
just spend a lifetime chasing instead of 
having”



The truth is you are not broken, you are 
Superconscious. Trying to fix yourself only gets you 
more stuck!

What creates your results is the structure you are in, 
feeling unsatisfied with your current reality, deciding 
that “there’s something in the future that is better” 
that you want to create, taking action, bumping into 
resistance/obstacles/challenges, doing something to 
resolve the discomfort (taking the focus and energy 
off the desired goal), feeling good about having 
neutralised the discomfort, only to then realise you 
are still unsatisfied with where you are - so you start 
all over again…

It is so important to understand that you really can 
have it all now while still being motivated to create 
more…

Helping people make this shift is what we do as 
Magnetic Mind coaches - we help people let go of 
the idea that they are broken and need to get 
something to complete themselves while at the 
same time restructuring their life for more joy, 
satisfaction, success, and happiness.

For Chris, this shift happened in 2016 after his best 
friend was killed in a motorcycle accident. 
Contemplating the point of life and in a state of 
despair after nearly a decade doing personal 
development for no lasting results. He stumbled 
across 3 mentors, and, by combining what he learnt 
from them, he created the Magnetic Mind Method 
and all the success he has today.

The first mentor was a billionaire who said to Chris 
“You must be it to see it” - you must become it now 
if you want to create. Everything is vibration and you 
must be it now.

The second mentor taught Chris how to let go of 
his limitations and access his Superconscious, 
this was the key to having no resistance to how 
the world is. There are certain truths in life that 
cannot be avoided, the self-conscious ego 
fighting those because admittance might be 
painful just creates more of an oscillation pattern 
that will never allow you to fully go for what you 
want...

The third mentor taught Chris how to structure his 
life using ancient alchemical principles to manifest 
results fast.

In 2019 after creating stunning success Chris 
started sharing this method with others and 
created a group transformational program called 
the Magnetic Mind.

Using his marketing skills he designed 3 different 
campaigns - that have now all done over $2million 
each in revenue - and created a $20million 
coaching empire.

And the impact has been huge!
In just 3 years over 20,000 clients have 
participated in a paid session!!!

Which is unheard of in the coaching industry with 
most coaches only having a handful of clients and 
never making more than $30,000/year.

The reason most transformational businesses 
don't work is because transformation 
businesses are different…

It is why most fail in this industry. 

The Problem Is Most Personal Development Only 

Reinforces This Pattern And Causes All Sorts Of Problems!



The one thing you must have is a marketing system 
that pulls people in, creates trust, creates results in 
advance, cuts through the noise and works on 
minimal time investment…

You must have a “high impacting, leveraged, group 
transformation”.

This is what Chris decided all struggling coaches 
need - so he started sharing this system with a 
select few people willing to do the work & wanting to 
make a massive impact. Hannah Knies was one of 
the first to join, a highly-trained frustrated coach 
herself who wanted nothing more than to break 
through the glass ceiling that she seemed to be 
hitting over and over… Chris introduced her to the 
method and she got committed, living and breathing 
the work herself and applying it with her clients.

What turned out to be a huge turning point and 
success in her personal and business life also 
had Chris and Hannah realise the huge 
opportunity this work created for any 
heart-centred “maniac on a mission” - they 
found a powerful synergy in their shared vision 
and kept applying the work with clients and 
aspiring coaches, observing massive 
breakthroughs while people created the lives 
they loved.

Once they realized how special their results 
were, they decided they needed to create a 
system for others who wanted to create a 
business, become certified in this work and help 
make an even bigger impact. Chris decided to 
leave nothing out of the system and create an 
all in one 12 month training called the 
MAGNETIC MIND COACH CERTIFICATION.

This certification is a full “Business In A Box” 
system for anyone who wants to become a 
high-paid transformation coach, this 
certification includes all the training, marketing 
material, funnels, campaigns and live practice 
for anybody who desires to change lives to get 
paid very well and create remarkable lasting 
change for others!

Over 500 people have been trained in this 
method with over 300 certified after passing the 
test.

Everyone who is certified is able to use all our 
marketing campaigns and is branded as a 
certified coach.

It is our goal to have 10,000 high paid 
certified coaches!

You Need A Way To Reach Lots Of People With 
Little Time

You Only Have So Much Time and Energy

Even the most highly-skilled coaches struggle if 
they don’t make the shift away from trading 
time for money - 40 hours a week never seems 
enough and you will most likely put yourself on 
a path to absolute burnout if you have to give 
out free sessions or do 1/1 strategy calls to 
make a sale, you will never make the income or 
impact you desire.. Sooner or later you will 
exhaust yourself with no more fuel left to burn! 

 

To have someone purchase coaching/healing or 
transformation from you, you are not just selling 
them on a product, you also need to convince 
them that THEY WANT TO TRANSFORM…

This is where traditional selling doesn't work, 
because for most people transformation is scary 
(especially scary for the self-conscious ego).

You Are Not Just Selling A Product                                    
You’re Selling a Transformation



Will You Be Next?

---------------------------------------------                  ---------------------------------------------



IF YOU WANT TO BECOME A
 High-Paid Transformational Coach

You Just Need 3 Things:

1 - Breakthrough Marketing That Gets Attention
2 - Transformational Group Sessions That Make A Big Impact
3 - Lucrative Products (With Recurring Income)

Group Transformation Sessions: The 5-Step Method

The biggest problem most coaches face is they do all their work one-on-one. This is super limiting 
and results in a predictable pattern. 

First they go out and get coaching clients only to realise they can only have 20 clients maximum a 
week (this leaves 20 hours for all other tasks including marketing, sales, bookkeeping, tech). 

So they decide to increase their price which stops the people who really need the coaching from 
getting the sessions.

After a while they get sick of the repetition of always having to chase clients, sell high prices and 
spend their life working on other peoples’ problems, so they give up.

There has to be a better way...

Luckily There Is - Group Sessions!

In September 2020 we had our largest group introductory session which had over 700 people on one 
session. The best part is they got huge results, however a secondary benefit was that they paid $99 
each which means we made over $70,0000 for the session!

Here Is The Secret To How The Group Sessions Work... You Teach Your Clients’ Consciousness 
How To Do The Session Rather Than Having To Do All The Work Yourself!

It’s true! We use a simple 5-step process to do this.





By having 5 steps that you take the whole group through, it means you are allowing everyone to work on 
a different result. They get to work on what is important to them. Everyone just follows the 5 steps.

The 4th step is where the change work happens - our Recode is the most popular as it works with the 
Superconscious, however we also have over 12 other processes.

The key is they all work, they all work with groups, they all work over the internet and they can all be 
recorded (and repurposed for example in an exclusive online client platform, which is a selling point!)

This allows you to work with as many people as you like.

Group transformational sessions is the key to creating big impact and big income.

If you would like to try a session - click below for a HUGE DISCOUNT on our next 
upcoming session with Chris!

----------------------------------------

THE 5 STEPS ALLOW FOR INDIVIDUALS TO 
Tailor The Group Session To Their Individual Needs

https://go.magneticmind.com.au/sc-magic-online-training


Marketing is important!

REALLY IMPORTANT

If you don't have clients, you are not changing anybody's life.. And you are 
probably broke. 

YOU NEED GOOD MARKETING

To be good at marketing you must understand it is like fishing, not hunting.

When you go fishing you go to a certain lake and you put a certain bait on a 
certain hook trying to catch a certain fish.

It is very specific and relaxing, you just wait...

Hunting is the opposite, hunting is like jumping in the water with a spear 
gun and trying to shoot the fish.. it is a lot of wasted effort!

We focus on working with 1 target market which is people who are looking 
to create more success in their life and are frustrated with where they 
currently are.

Sometimes we go into more specifics like health, wealth or relationships, 
however we have found going broad and letting our session do the talking 
for us works better.

Our system is easy. It is based on giving low-cost intro sessions as a taste 
of how the process works, this acts as bait and hopefully hooks the 
prospect into working with us longer. To ensure they end up signing up with 
us we ensure they know that there’s no one-off session success (another 
myth in the personal development world) - there is lots more they need to 
do than one session in order to be in the life they love. We have all clients 
who take the session, leave, knowing that if they had us as their coach, 
their life would be better.

It's very simple - we go fishing for people who want to create a life they 
love and are dissatisfied with their current results

THE MARKETING MACHINE 
(attention, impact, income)



HERE IS OUR 

Simple Approach

01 Post on social media via an ad declaring the result of your transformational session 
(ours can remove any internal block in minutes) 

02 Invite them to experience a free or cheap group session 
(it must be group otherwise you will run out of time)

03 In the session, explain the process and everything there is to do in order to make 
the shift

04 Have the person create a vision of what they want their life to be

05 Have them write what is stopping them internally

06 Work on just one part of the whole life structure and create huge shift - ensure they 
know there is more they must do

07 Ask them to sign up for more coaching and give a big gift if they take action on the day



IT MAY SOUND

 Too Simple...
However, we have found if people desire a life change 
enough and know you can help them, they are ready to 
buy.

You just have to demonstrate your worth...

In our industry, talk is cheap, you must SHOW THEM

Want to see our marketing in action? 

- visit this page 

https://go.magneticmind.com.au/sc-magic-online-training


LEVERAGED AND LUCRATIVE PRODUCTS
 That Make A Huge Difference

You must have leveraged and lucrative products, if you don’t you 
will never be able to have the freedom and impact you desire.

Our coaching allows us to have long-term 
relationships with our clients as we are not 
trying to fix them - we know there is nothing 
needing to be fixed and that on the human 
journey there will always be more resistance 
as we progress to the next level, this is why 
our coaching is so powerful and rewarding 
but also lucrative.

Our programs help people to set their targets 
on what they are going for, break it down into 
manageable milestones and then take action 
towards it.

There is a huge difference between wanting 
to help your clients solve their problems or 
helping them to create. The human mind is 
made of beliefs, values, thought patterns, 
and worldviews. They were created at a 
certain point in our lives to help us make 
sense of the world, to be able to move on, to 
keep us safe - and nothing’s wrong with it in 
the first place. It’s just human nature.

The moment these beliefs and patterns 
become problematic is only when you 
choose to create a certain outcome and 
what’s encoded in your mind is hindering 
your chosen success, this is when you’re out 
of alignment with your desire. These 
instructions need to be shifted so the 
resistance is neutralised and you can take 
the action to manifest what you choose.

This is your job as a coach, to help the client 
live their fullest expression.. not have to rely 
on you to solve their problems. This is why 
your clients will enjoy working with you. They 
will see the results in their lives that you 
helped them create and they will happily 
continue working with you because they will 
want more - so they choose their next level 
goals, and they will need your help to get 
into alignment with these end results and to 
be able to take the correct action towards 
them.



We don't offer programs with advice, we don't 
heal or fix problems (yet many healings happen) 
and we don't work with people for one-off 
sessions!

We want to ensure we create a successful 
business and that our clients get a lot out of the 
program, and you should as well.

You can have as many or as little clients as you 
like but you need to have $100k income to 
ensure you have at least 1 staff member helping 
you.

We always advise that our certified coaches have 
at least 2 programs:

1 - affordable group coaching
2 - high price 1/1

We coach people to charge $30-50/week for 
group sessions and $200/week or more for 1-1.

This means if a person has 20 clients in a group 
program they have $1000/week and they do not 
need to spend any 1-1 time!

The key with the weekly payment is to create 
recurring income so you have solid cash 
flow, and to have leverage so you can impact 
more people and have good prices for them!

We suggest you have 3-5 weekly group 
sessions your clients can participate in and a 
weekly payment option for your group 
coaching.

This allows for some amazing results.

If you bring on just 10 new clients a month 
you will have around 100 by the end of your 
first year and be making $5,000 a week or 
$260k a year (based off $50/week payment).

Can you see the power of this?
If you want to make a million dollars, it is just 
400 clients at $50/week!

We know you can get to 40 clients at $50 a 
week in just a few months, this will allow you 
to make $10,000 a month and have a solid 
start to your business. 

THE KEY THAT UNLOCKS IT ALL IS THE ABILITY TO DO 

Group Transformational Sessions

------------------------------------------------------
LEVERAGED AND LUCRATIVE PRODUCTS



Are You Ready?

---------------------------------------------                  ---------------------------------------------



Would you like to join us so we can help you reach this goal faster?

If you would like to become a Magnetic Mind coach, we want to help you 
make great money and change lives, we can have you certified and 
profitable in a few short months.

Here is how we can do that:

Firstly we have you become a product of the work, we want all our 
coaches to live this work and to be creating their best life. Our Magnetic 
Mind Masterclass offers 6 coaching sessions a week, has a full online 
university and a 3-day event once a quarter. It is everything you need to 
step into the Superconscious creation (and it's great to watch our top 
coaches in action).

Secondly we want to ensure you know how to coach!
Our Magnetic Mind Certification includes a full online coaching university 
with 13 specific process sessions that build on each other. Each session 
teaches you at least 1 coaching process or technique that finishes with you 
learning the Superconscious Recode. You will have weekly practice 
sessions, weekly live coaching calls on how to be a great coach, Q&A time 
with Chris and Hannah plus a live 3-day event that ensures you become a 
world-class coach. To complete this you will be given a test that you must 
pass to be certified. 

Thirdly we ensure you have all the business tools you need to succeed. 
This is mainly focused on marketing and sales because that is the majority 
of what is needed to create success in this business, however we also give 
you proven webinar templates and the exact product and prices we highly 
suggest you charge as they’re proven to be successful. You will receive 3, 
million dollar marketing campaigns that you are able to use once you are 
certified. This really is everything you need to be successful.

ARE YOU READY TO BECOME A 
High-Paid Transformation Coach?



LET’S MAKE THIS HAPPEN!
 Here’s What You Get   

12 Months Access To Magnetic Mind Masterclass To Become Superconscious and Work 
On Yourself... $9995 Value

● Over 30 Meditations 
●  Over 50 Recorded Recode Sessions
●  Full Online University
●  6 Live RECODE Sessions A Week
●  2-day Virtual Event

12 Months Of Weekly Coaching and Training Calls On How To Be A Results Producing 
Coach... $12,000 Value

● Live Practice Sessions
● Self guided, practical demonstrations and live class room to suit all learning styles
●  Superconscious Transformation Workshop
●  2 Live Training sessions a week
●  Referral agreement to start sharing this work immediately

Full Magnetic Mind Coach University With over 13 sessions you can use straight away to 
impact groups and perform the recode...$6000 Value

● This Online University is everything you need to know to become a results-producing 
transformational coach in easy step-by-step classes.

3-Day Superconscious Transformation Virtual Event  ... $5000 Value

FULL Marketing System (that has generated over $10million in sales) ... $15,000 Value

After completing the test you will be branded as one of the first 1000 Magnetic Mind 
Certified Coaches In The World ... Priceless



 BONUSES!   

Magnetic Mind Business Training Vault... $5000 Value

4 x 2 Day Live Events... $8000 Value

Done For You Presentation ... $5000 Value

A presentation you can use to run a webinar or live event (This presentation has produced over $1M in 
Sales).

Magnetic Mind Coaching School
Full coach training university (share each process they will learn)
Practice sessions
Certificate

Magnetic Mind Masterclass
Coaching for a year + personal success university
4 events
Personal training university

Business Portal
3 Marketing Funnels that all made a $1M 
Webinar, RR, Challenge
Presentations
Business systems and sales training

Prices start at $20,000 for the certification: finance, payment plan and scholarships are available!



We have multiple paths people can take in 
our program. 

Book your free business planning 
session today and decide on the right 
path for you!

ARE YOU READY TO JOIN THE 

Revolution?

https://go.magneticmind.com.au/free-guide-complimetary-superconscious-session

